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6th – 10th September, 2007 
Course Evaluation  

 
S.N    Questions Respondents Grades

 
  Low                                            High   

  1   2 3 4 5
 

 
1.  

 
Overall usefulness of the workshop for  
 

     

a. Improving your research project   1 3 7 

b. Improvements in research questions   1 3 7 

c. Improvements in research  methods   3 3 5 

d. Improving your ability to present your research ideas   2 4 5 

 
2. 

 
Ability of the faculty to provide you with the required advise  
 

     1 3 7

 
3. 
 

 
Extent to which the content of this activity matched the announced objectives 

  
1 

 
1 

 
4 

 
6 

 
4. 

 
The course structure currently followed was  

Formal presentations 
One to one discussions 
Formal presentation  
 

a. Would you change the structures? If yes, how?                                                       
Yes = 1, The number of sessions in the one-to-one session should be increased as it is very useful.  
No = 10 
 

b. Would you increase the time available for each of the session? If yes, how and why? 
No = 11  
 
Comment: 
 
Everyone had enough time.  

 



5.  Any other comments
 

 These comments are to assist with improvements only, much like the assessment above, and not related to the substantive content that has helped me to 
mature tone my thinking and skills. The website and/or correspondence could provide more in terms of prior for newcomers to SANDEE. Perhaps could 
the one-to-one sessions be divided into 1-a to d (above) to ensure coverage of some of these issues, noting that C, e.g. would take 90% of the discussion 
time but the discussant could quickly cover a, b and d also. 

 More handouts should be given by the resource persons.  
 Overall it is a good workshop, please keep it up! Many thanks to SANDEE for inviting us, as I was dreaming to be a fishery resource economist.  
 Resource persons could give us time because of SANDEE, who otherwise as for there so busy! Thank you SANDEE! 
 By attending this workshop, I got lots of input about how to formulate a good proposal. I hope this type of workshop helps a lot to systematize research 

proposals.  
 I am grateful to the management of SANDEE. Infact I am highly indebted especially to Dr. Priya, Anu for providing us an opportunity for improving our 

ability to learn more.  
 You have done a good job, thanks for the initiation. 
 I am thankful to SANDEE for providing me such precious opportunity to learn and enhance my capacity. 
 It helped a lot to explore new ideas. 
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